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1 System Introduction
1.1 Overview
FT8215Q is an IC with built-in 3-phase MOSFET designed for BLDC motor drive system. Thanks to the high
integration, few peripheral is required. The chip control motor with advanced control performing reduced noise and
vibration. GUI can configure motor parameters, startup control parameters and speed regulation mode which are stored
in built-in EEPROM. Analog voltage, PWM, I2C interface or CLOCK mode is optional for motor speed regulation.
The speed indication function is integrated, which could indicate motor speed in real time through FG pin or I2C
interface. Speed control mode, current control mode or voltage control mode is optional. The protection of overcurrent,
undervoltage, overtemperature, lock and phase loss is integrated to ensure the safe operation of motor. The sleep current
of chip is about 40μA.

1.2 Applications
Floor fans, cooling fans.

1.3 Features
◼

Sensorless FOC mode

◼

Built-in MOSFET

◼

Speed control mode, current control mode or voltage control mode

◼

Analog voltage, PWM, I2C interface or CLOCK mode for motor speed regulation

◼

Real time information interactions by I2C for motor control and motor states read back

◼

Rotor initial position detection

◼

Tail wind and contrary wind detection

◼

Soft-On, Soft-Off

◼

Bus current: 2A (average value)

◼

Built-in EEPROM

◼

Configurable multi-segment output curve

◼

Protection against overcurrent, undervoltage, overtemperature, lock and phase loss

◼

Forward or reverse rotation direction selectable

◼

FG and RD output
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1.4 Typical Application Diagram
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Figure 1-1 Typical Application Diagram of FT8215Q (Single-Resistance Sampling)
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Figure 1-2 Typical Application Diagram of FT8215Q (Dual/Triple-Resistance Sampling)
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1.5 Functional Block Diagram
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Figure 1-3 Functional Block Diagram of FT8215Q
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2 Debugging Instructions
FT8215 uses standard I2C communication protocol. Control parameters can be modified through the I2C interface to
debug. The parameters can be written to EEPROM.
◼

SPEED/FG pin are multiplexed as I2C interface to be used for debugging, and programming and I2C mode speed
control

◼

SPEED pin is digital input of speed control

◼

ASPEED pin is analog input of speed control

◼

DIR pin is the motor rotation direction control interface

◼

FG pin the motor speed and locked fault indication interface

The emulator is connected to the target board as shown in Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-1 Emulator Silkscreen

Figure 2-2 Emulator Connecting Scheme
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2.1 Computer Interface
Computer interface is used to debug FT8215 as shown in Figure 2-3. This manual describes the debugging of FT8215
based on the computer interface.

Figure 2-3 Computer Interface
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2.2 Communication Establishment and Debug

Figure 2-4 Communication Establishment and Debug
Power on debugging board and connect the debugging board to the emulator. Then the Find button in the ID Setting
will be highlighted. Click the Find button to establish communication between the computer and the chip. When the
communication is successful, the Debug button is highlighted. Click Debug button to send the configuration parameters
of the interface to the chip.

2.3 Speed Regulation Mode and Speed Indication
After the communication establishment, first select the I2C speed regulation mode and select the reference duty cycle in
the SpdCtrl in of Display page. Click Debug button for debugging and the motor speed is displayed through the
computer interface in Display page.
When the PWM/CLOCK speed regulation mode is selected, the SPEED pin and the FG pin are multiplexed as the chip
communication pin. The speed regulation and FG signal output are operated as follows:
1.

Click Debug button (The PwmShift in Display page should be selected as Disable);

2.

Keep VCC powered on;

3.

Click the Exit I2C button in ID Setting to exit the communication;

4.

Disconnect the emulator from the board;
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5.

Connect the input PWM/CLOCK signal to SPEED pin for speed regulation.

When the analog voltage speed regulation mode is selected, ASPEED pin is used for speed regulation and the
disconnection of emulator and the board is not required. To output FG signal, operate as above.

2.4 Debugging Introduction
1.

Turn off motor locked, phase loss protection. Configure motor parameters and start-up parameters to start motor;

2.

Debug the rotor state detection function, initial position detection function and motor alignment function. Optimize
the startup performance;

3.

Add outer control loop. Optimize motor efficiency. Add protection and verify the stability of protection;

4.

Select the speed regulation mode and FG/RD output;

5.

Verify the reliability of the drive system;

6.

Generate the Bin file and program the Bin file to EEPROM.
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3 Parameter Configuration
3.1 Motor & Hardware Parameter

Figure 3-1 Motor & Hardware Parameter

3.1.1 Measurement of Motor Parameters
◼

Pole-Pairs: Motor pole pairs, provided by the motor manufacturer

◼

Rs: Motor phase resistance, which is half of the line resistance, measured at 100Hz

◼

Ls: Motor phase inductance, which is half of the line inductance, measured at 1kHz

◼

Ke: BEMF constant. Connect the oscilloscope probe to one phase of the motor and the ground of oscilloscope
probe to one of the other two phases. Rotate the rotor and record the BEMF waveform. Sample a sine wave and
measure the peak-to-peak value (Vpp) and frequency (f). The formula of BEMF constant is
𝑉𝑝p
𝐾𝑒 = 1000 × 𝑃 ×
2 × 1.732 × 60 × 𝑓

E.g, the BEMF waveform of a motor is shown as in Figure 3-2. The peak-to-peak value (Vpp) is 2.05V, the frequency (f)
is 15.82Hz and pole pairs is 4. The BEMF Ke is:
𝐾𝑒 = 1000 × 4 ×
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Figure 3-2 BEMF Waveform

3.1.2 Sampling Resistance, Amplification Gain and ADC Voltage Reference
Current base (Ibase) is calculated based on the sampling resistance (Rsample), amplification gain (AMP) and ADC
voltage reference (Vref). The sampling current range is (Ismin ~ Ismax). The formulas of Ibase, Ismax and Ismin are:
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 × 𝐴𝑚𝑝
𝐼𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒/2
𝐼𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = −𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒/2
E.g., Rsample = 0.5Ω，Amp = 4, Vref = 5V. The results: Ibase = 2.5A, Ismax = 1.25A, Ismin = –1.25A.
During the motor operation, the motor operating current must not be larger than the maximum sampling current (Ismax)
and not be less than the minimum sampling current (Ismin). Generally, the maximum sampling current should be set to
the 1.5 ~ 2.5 times of the maximum motor operating current.
The sampling resistance is designed according to the maximum operating current. The larger the value of the sampling
resistance, the higher the sampling accuracy. However, the larger the value of the sampling resistance, the higher the
power consumed in the sampling resistance, and the higher the temperature of the sampling resistance. In the power
selection of the sampling resistance, the square of current multiplied by the resistance must not exceed the rated power
of the sampling resistance.
Once the sampling resistance is determined, the amplification gain is selected based on the maximum sampling current.
The amplification gain is implemented by hardware and four options are available, 4X, 6X, 8X, and 12X.
The ADC voltage reference can be configured as 4.5V, 5V, 3V or 4V. The default value is 4.5V.
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3.2 FOC Parameter

Figure 3-3 FOC Parameter
◼

SMPMode

Sampling resistance mode. Based on the circuit type, select single-resistance sampling mode (SingleRes),
dual-resistance sampling mode (DoubleRes) and triple-resistance sampling mode (ThreeRes). For more details, please
refer to chapter Typical Application Diagram. When dual/triple-resistance sampling mode is selected, Rsample is 0.1.
When single-resistance sampling mode is selected, Rsample is set based on the hardware.
◼

BaseFreq

Frequency base. Frequency base is selected based on the motor maximum operating speed, pole pair. Select the
frequency base in the BaseFreq closest to the reference, which is calculated by: motor maximum operating
speed*2*pole pairs/60.
◼

Sta_tsam0

Dual-resistance sampling mode start function. This function is only valid when SMPMode is selected as ThreeRes. Set
Enable to start motor using dual-resistance sampling mode. Set Disable to start motor using triple-resistance sampling
mode.
◼

SampleTime

Sampling time selection. In SingleRes mode, the sampling time is lagged. 0 ~ 7 are optional and the larger the number
the more the sampling time is lagged. In DoubleRes/ThreeRes mode, the sampling time is advanced. 0 ~ 7 are optional
and the larger the number the more the sampling time is advanced.
◼

PLL/SMO

Select PLL to operate in PLL mode. Select SMO to operate in SMO mode.
◼

SPD_BW

Speed filter parameter. The estimator speed is calculated by filtering instantaneous estimated speed. Set SPD_BW to
select speed filter coefficient, which has 4 levels.
REV_1.0.00
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◼

sta_pll

PLL mode start function. Only valid in SMO mode. Select Disable to start with SMO mode. Select Enable to start with
PLL mode.
◼

EBW_Mode & EBW

EBW is the bandwidth of BEMF estimator in PLL mode. EBW_Mode is the bandwidth mode selection. EBW is
generally set to 1 ~ 4 times of the frequency base, which affects the starting performance and the motor maximum
speed. When EBW is too small, the motor can not operate in maximum speed. When EBW is too large, the estimator
will be oscillated. EBW and EBW_ Mode are used to adjust starting and operating performance.
➢

EBW_Mode = 0: EBW is used as input parameter in starting and operating process

➢

EBW_Mode = 1: EBW/2 is used as input parameter in the first 0.8s in the starting process. Then EBW is
used as input parameter

➢

EBW_Mode = 2: EBW/4 is used as input parameter in the first 0.8s in the starting process. EBW/2 is used
as input parameter from the first 0.8s to the first 1.6s. Then EBW is used as input parameter.

The appropriate EBW in the starting process and operating process may be different. First set EBW_Mode to 0 and
record the appropriate EBW in the starting process and operating process. If the maximum speed can not be reached,
increase EBW. If some positions are difficult to start motor, reduce EBW. EBW and EBW_Mode are configured based
on the tested starting EBW and operating EBW.
◼

Seg7En

Continuous SVPWM and discontinuous SVPWM can be selected for Seg7En. Set Seg7En to SVPWM5 to select
discontinuous SVPWM. This mode has less switching loss and larger torque ripple. Set Seg7En to SVPWM7 to select
continuous SVPWM. This mode has more switching loss and smaller torque ripple.
◼

LeadAngle

Leading angle compensated to the estimated angle. 0°, 2.82°, 5.64°, 8.47°, 11.3°, 14.1°, 16.9° and 19.7° are optional.
◼

sta_7seg

SVPWM7 start function. Only valid in SVPWM5 mode. Select Disable to start with SVPWM5 mode. Select Enable to
start with SVPWM7 mode.
◼

EKNum & ATOBW

ATOBW is PI controller coefficient of the instantaneous estimated speed, with values of 8.0 ~ 200.0. ATOBW affects
the starting performance and maximum operating speed of the motor. ATOBW and EKNum are used together to
optimize the starting and operating performance.
➢

EKNum = 0: ATOBW is used as input parameter in starting and operating process

➢

EKNum = 1: ATOBW/2 is used as input parameter in the first 0.8s in the starting process. Then ATOBW is
used as input parameter

REV_1.0.00
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➢

EKNum = 2: ATOBW/4 is used as input parameter in the first 0.8s in the starting process. ATOBW/2 is used
as input parameter from the first 0.8s to the first 1.6s. Then ATOBW is used as input parameter.

➢

EKNum = 3: ATOBW/8 is used as input parameter in the first 0.8s in the starting process. ATOBW/4 is used
as input parameter from the first 0.8s to the first 1.6s. ATOBW/2 is used as input parameter from the first 1.6s
to the first 2.4s. Then ATOBW is used as input parameter.

First set EKNum to 0 and record the appropriate ATOBW in the starting process and operating process. For most
motors, ATOBW are compatible for starting and operating process. Only some motors are required to adjust EKNum to
select the appropriate ATOBW.
◼

Sin/Atan

Set Sin/Atan to sin to select angle estimator working in sin mode. Set Sin/Atan to atan to select angle estimator working
in atan mode.
◼

Sta_sin

sin mode start function. Only valid in atan mode. Select Disable to start with atan mode. Select Enable to start with sin
mode.
◼

AngleFactor

Compensated angle selection. Set AngleFactor to optimize the motor efficiency. The higher the value the more lag the
angle. The lower the value the more leading the angle.

3.3 Startup Parameter

Figure 3-4 Startup Parameter
The start principle of FT8215 is as follows: The controller works in the current loop. The angle estimator estimate the
motor instantaneous speed based on the motor model. When the motor instantaneous speed (omega) is smaller than the
minimum switching speed set by EFREQMin, the forced speed is used to calculate motor angle. The forced speed is
increased from 0 and increases by EFREQAcc each PWM period. The maximum of forced speed is limited by
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EFREQHold. When omega is larger than or equal to the speed set by EFREQMin, omega is used to calculate motor
angle. The starting process is shown in Figure 3-5.
omega
ω
EfreqHold

EOME

EfreqMin

0

t

Figure 3-5 Starting Process Diagram
◼

ControlMode

Speed control mode (SpeedLoop), voltage control mode (VoltageLoop) and current control mode (CurrentLoop) are
optional for different applications.
◼

StartCurrent

FT8215 uses Soft-On method to start motor. In FOC mode, Set StartCurrent to configure the value of start current.
◼

EFREQAcc

The increment of the start forced speed. EFREQAcc affects the starting reliability. The range of EFREQAcc is 0 ~ 31
and the default value is 10. As the load of motor is lighter, the value of EFREQAcc is required to be bigger. When the
motor stops after shaking or the reverse angle is large during the starting process, EFREQAcc should be increased
appropriately. When EFREQAcc is too small, the forced speed increases slowly. The motor rotates slowly and is
difficult to start. When EFREQAcc is too large, the motor continuously shakes or the estimated speed becomes much
bigger than the actual motor speed. The start forced speed increases too fast to make the motor running out.
◼

EFREQMin

Minimum switching speed of angle estimator. EFREQMin sets the minimum switching speed to use the estimated
speed. When the instantaneous estimated speed of estimator is larger than or equal to the speed set by EFREQMin, the
instantaneous estimated speed is used to calculate angle. E.g., providing that pole pairs is 2, the frequency base is 320Hz,
EFREQMin = 0.2%. The minimum switching speed = 0.002*60*320/2 = 19.2rpm.
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Figure 3-6 When EFREQMin = 2%, the Waveform of Phase Current (4th channel) and angle (2nd channel)

Figure 3-7 When EFREQMin = 0.2%, the Waveform of Phase Current (4th channel) and angle (2nd channel)
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As shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7, the motor, with EFREQMin = 0.2%, start faster than the motor, with
EFREQMin = 2%. In the debugging process, EFREQMin is generally tested from small to big value. To make the start
smoothly, it is necessary to set a quite small EFREQMin.
◼

CloSpeed

The switching speed of outer loop control. When the estimated speed is larger than the speed set by CloseSpeed, the
controller switch to double closed loop control from current loop control. The configured speed is related to
EFREQMin and four levels are optional. The recommended value is 1 times of EFREQMin (1x).
◼

EFREQHold

EFREQHold is the maximum value of the start forced speed. The configured speed is related to EFREQMin and four
levels are optional. The recommended value is 2 times of EFREQMin (2x).

3.4 Run Parameter

Figure 3-8 Run Parameter
◼

DQ_KP、DQ_KI

Kp and Ki of current loop PI controller. DQ_KP, DQ_KI affect the response and stability of current control loop. The
range of DQ_KP is 0.0 ~ 4.0 and the default value is 1.0. The range of DQ_KI is 0.000 ~ 0.500 and the default value is
0.02.
◼

WKP、WKI

Kp and Ki of outer loop PI controller. WKP, WKI affect the response and stability of outer control loop. WKP, WKI
should be debugged after the debugging of current control loop is completed. When the motor control mode is selected
as voltage control mode, the value of WKP, WKI is lower than the value in other control mode. In voltage control mode,
if the drive system is unstable and the current waveform is abnormal, reduce WKP, WKI. The range of WKP is 0.0 ~
4.0. The range of WKI is 0.000 ~ 0.500.
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◼

WOutMax

Set maximum output of outer control loop. 0 ~ 63 (0% ~ 50%) are optional. The maximum output of outer control loop
= Woutmax*Vref/Amp/Rsample. This value should be set slightly higher than the maximum operating current.
◼

StaIncTime

StaIncTime is the applied time of Sta_Inc in the starting process. 1s, 2s, 4s and 6s are optional. After Sta_Inc, Stb_Inc is
used.
◼

Stb_Inc

Stb_Inc is the increment value b. After Sta_Inc, Stb_Inc is used. Level 0 ~ 7 are optional. From 1 to 7, the higher the
value the faster the ramping speed, which make the speed response faster and overshoot more serious. Select Level 0 to
disable the ramping function and the input reference is equal to the target value. Stb_Inc should be set reasonably based
on the response and overshoot of speed control.
◼

Sta_Inc

To increase the stability of the drive system, the input reference of outer loop is generally ramping to the target value.
Sta_Inc is the increment value a, the applied time of Sta_Inc is set by StaIncTime. Level 0 ~ 7 are optional. From 1 to 7,
the higher the value the faster the ramping speed, which make the speed response faster and overshoot more serious.
Select Level 0 to disable the ramping function and the input reference is equal to the target value. Sta_Inc should be set
reasonably based on the response and overshoot of speed control.
◼

PwmOnOffhys

In PWM speed regulation mode, the hysteresis of motor on/off PWM duty cycle. 0.8% and 1.6% are optional. In
CLOCK speed regulation mode, the Hysteresis of motor on/off PWM frequency. 8Hz and 20Hz are optional. Set 0.8%
to select 8Hz, set 1.6% to select 20Hz.

3.5 Speed Regulation & FG/RD

Figure 3-9 Speed Regulation & FG/RD
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◼

SpdCtrlMode

Analog voltage, PWM, I2C interface or CLOCK mode is optional for speed regulation. Simultaneously, only one speed
regulation can be enabled. PWM mode supports input reverse.
In analog voltage mode, the speed reference is input from ASPEED. In PWM and CLOCK mode, the speed reference is
input from SPEED. In I2C interface mode, the speed reference is set by GUI.
◼

fg_idle_set

FG default level setting. Select High to output high level when the motor stops. Select Low to output low level when
the motor stops.
◼

quick_sta

Fast start function. Select Enable to enable fast start function and the motor start will be faster. This function is invalid in
CLOCK mode, and must be disabled.
◼

FGSet

When FGOpen is selected, the chip output FG signal in the whole operating process. When FGClose is selected, the
chip does not output FG signal until the controller switch to closed control loop.
◼

FG/RD

FG and RD output setting. RD is multiplexed with FG. FG or RD can be selected to output FG or RD signal. When FG
is selected, the 9th pin outputs FG signal. When RD is selected, the 9th pin outputs RD signal.
◼

start clk

On/off frequency of CLOCK speed regulation mode. 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz are optional.
◼

FGMUL、FGDIV
➢

Frequency Multiplication and Division of FG

Set FGRD_MD to FG to select the FG output mode. The frequency of FG signal is controlled by the multiplication
coefficient FGMUL and division coefficient FGDIV to output various frequency FG. k is FG output frequency
coefficient and k = FGMUL*FGDIV.
Numbers of FG signal in a mechanical cycle is pole pairs*k.
E.g., to generate 3 FG signal in a mechanical cycle for a 4 pole pairs motor, set FGMUL to 3, set FGDIV to 1/4
and numbers of FG signal in a mechanical cycle = 4*3*1/4 = 3.
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IA/IB/IC

FG(k=1)

FG(k=3/4)

Figure 3-10 FG Output Waveform When k = 1 and k = 3/4
➢

Speed reference in CLOCK mode

In CLOCK speed regulation mode, FGMUL and FGDIV are used to set the factor between speed reference and
PWM frequency reference. Speed reference = (PWM frequency reference *60/pp)/(FGMUL*FGDIV).
E.g., providing motor is 5 pole pairs, FGMUL is set to 2, FGDIV is set to 1/3 and the PWM frequency reference is
100Hz, k = 2/3 and speed reference = (100Hz *60/5)/(2/3) = 1800rpm.

3.6 Protection

Figure 3-11 Protection
FT8132 supports the protection of overcurrent, undervoltage, motor locked, phase loss and overtemperature. The chip
turns off the output once one of the protection is generated. The fault source of protection can be observed by Fault
Code.
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◼

FaultRecTimes

The restart times after the protection. When overcurrent, motor locked, phase loss or overtemperature protection is
generated, set FaultRecTimes to select the restart times. Not restart, restart 5 times, restart 10 times and restart infinite
times are optional. When undervoltage protection is generated, the chip restarts motor once the voltage recover to the
normal range, regardless of the configuration of FaultRecTimes.
◼

Overcurrent protection

When the sampling current is larger than 3.5A, the overcurrent protection is triggered. The chip will turn off output and
restart motor, according to the configuration, after 4 seconds.
◼

Undervoltage protection

When the sampling voltage of VCC is lower than 3.6V, the undervoltage protection is triggered and the chip turns off
the output. If the sampling voltage of VCC is higher than 4V, the chip exit the fault state and restart motor.
◼

Overtemperature protection

When the internal junction temperature of the chip is higher than 165℃, the over temperature protection is triggered
and the chip turns off the output. When the internal junction temperature of the chip decreases to 150℃, the chip restart
motor based on FaultRecovTimes.
◼

Motor locked protection
➢

3 protection modes: Lock0, Lock1 and Lock2. Each protection has the corresponding enable bit. Lock0,
Lock1 and Lock2 will not work until the controller switch to the closed loop. When a motor locked fault is
detected, the chip turns off output and restart motor, according to FaultRecTimes, after 4s.
◆

Lock0: Select Enable or Disable by Lock0. When the estimated speed is lower than LockMinSpeed, a
motor locked fault is generated.

◆

Lock1: Select Enable or Disable by Lock1. When the estimated speed is higher than LockMaxSpeed and
the estimated BEMF is lower than LockEmfThd, a motor locked fault is generated. 7 levels of
LockEmfThd are optional, and the higher the value the higher the BEMF threshold.

◆

Lock2: Select Enable or Disable by Lock2. When the estimated speed/the estimated BEMF > LockEmf,
a motor locked fault is generated.

◼

Phase loss protection

Select Enable or Disable by LossPhaseEn. When the current peak of a phase is more than 3 times of the current peak of
any other phase and the current peak is more than LPNorhCur, a phase loss fault is generated.

3.7 Rotor State Detection
Rotor State Detection (RSD) function detect the rotor state (static, tail wind or contrary wind) before starting motor.
Ensure the reliability of the motor starting.
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Figure 3-12 Rotor State Detection
◼

RSDEn

Select Enable to enable rotor state detection.
◼

forward_sta_speed

Start speed in high speed tail wind state. When the motor speed is higher than the speed set by ReverseBrakeSpeed
multiplied by forward_sta_speed, the controller will not start the motor until the motor speed decreases below this
value.
E.g., providing ReverseBrakeSpeedd is 200Hz, forward_sta_speed is 2x, the pole pairs of motor is 2. The start speed in
high speed tail wind state is 200Hz*2*60/2 = 12000rpm.
◼

StaticSpeed

Static speed of RSD. The number in the right is the set frequency. When the motor state is tail wind and the speed is
higher than the speed set by StaticSpeed, the controller directly use the estimated angle. When the motor state is static
state or the motor is tail wind with the speed lower than the speed set by StaticSpeed, the controller start motor with the
forced angle.
◼

ReverseBrakeSpeed

Brake speed in the contrary wind state. The number in the right is the set frequency. When the motor state is contrary
wind and the speed is higher than the brake speed set by ReverseBrakeSpeed, the controller will not brake the motor,
until the motor speed is less than Brake speed, to prevent the current overshoot caused by high-speed braking.

3.8 Initial Rotor Position Detection & Alignment

Figure 3-13 Initial Rotor Position Detection & Alignment
◼

RPDAlignEn

Set RPDAlignEn to Disable, the rotor position detection and align function are disabled. Set RPDAlignEn to AlignEn to
enable motor alignment function. Set RPDAlignEn to RPD1 to enable rotor position detection mode 1. Set
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RPDAlignEn to RPD2 to enable rotor position detection mode 2.
◼

AlignEn

Motor alignment function forces the motor rotor to the specific angle before the starting process, and the specific angle
is the initial angle in the starting process.
Set RPDAlignEn to AlignEn to enable motor alignment function. AlignDuty is voltage duty cycle in motor alignment
process. 6%, 12%, 18% and 24% duty cycle are optional. The higher the value the larger the torque. AlignTime is motor
alignment applied time. 0.4s, 0.8s, 1.2s and 1.6s are optional. When the load is heavy, AlignTime should be set to a high
value.
◼

RPD1

RPD1 can be used in the motor with smaller inductance, i.e., cooling fans.
Set RPDAlign to RPD1 to enable rotor position detection mode 1. Configure RPD_ADC_CYC to select the cycles of
ADC sampling. Configure RPD_ADC_Timing to select the sampling timing. RPD_ADC_CYC and
RPD_ADC_Timing both control the speed of ADC sampling. RPD1Time select the time of pulse injection.
◼

RPD2

RPD2 can be used in the motor with higher inductance, i.e., floor fans.
Set RPDAlign to RPD2 to enable rotor position detection mode 2. Configure RPD_ADC_CYC to select the cycles of
ADC sampling. RPD2Time select the time of pulse injection.

3.9 Extend Parameter

Figure 3-14 Extend Parameter
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◼

Speed_VSet

The default level of SPEED setting. Set Speed_VSet to Disable, the SPEED pin is suspended. Set Speed_VSet to 1.8V
MOD, SPEED is internal pull-up to 5V, and the voltage more than 2V is high level. Set Speed_VSet to Pullup, SPEED
is internal pull-up to 5V, and the voltage more than 3V is high level. Set Speed_VSet to Pulldown, SPEED is internal
pull-down to ground.
◼

ADC_VRef

ADC voltage reference setting. 4.5V, 5V, 3V and 4V are optional. The default value is 4.5V.
◼

LimitSpeed

The limit speed of motor. LimitSpeed limit the maximum speed of motor operation. When the motor speed is higher
than LimitSpeed, the chip will reduce the voltage output automatically.
◼

FGCloseDelaySet

FG output delayed time after a locked fault. In FGClose mode, the chip output FG signal when the motor restarts from
the motor locked fault and the controller switches to the closed loop control mode. The output of FG can be delayed for
0.4s, 0.8s, 1.2s or 1.6s.
◼

PwmOffMode

Set PwmOffMode to Stop, the chip turns off output when the input PWM duty cycle is lower than X_ON. Set
PwmOffMode to MinSpeed, the speed reference is the minimum speed when the input PWM duty cycle is lower than
X_ON.
◼

pwm_rev_en

Select Enable to enable PWM input reverse function. The detected duty cycle is the duty cycle of low level.
◼

CurveEn/spd100
➢

In speed/current control mode:
◆

Disable: The controller will not switch to voltage control mode. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as
Disable, the 100% input duty cycle is MaxSpeed or MaxCurrent. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as
Enable, the 98% ~ 100% input duty cycle is the maximum speed block (MaxSpeed or MaxCurrent).

◆

Enable: When Pwm_x98_En is selected as Disable, the controller will not switch to voltage control
mode and the 100% input duty cycle is MaxSpeed or MaxCurrent. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as
Enable, the 98% ~ 100% input duty cycle will make the controller into voltage control mode and is the
maximum speed block (output voltage duty cycle set by Y_Max_Sel).

➢

In voltage control mode:
◆

Disable: The relation of input and output of outer loop reference is linear curve. The lowest point is set
by X_ON and Y_ON. The output of highest point is set by Y_Max_Sel. Y_25, Y_50 and Y_75 are
invalid. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as Disable, set Y_Max_Sel to select the voltage duty cycle
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corresponding to 100% input duty cycle. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as Enable, set Y_Max_Sel to
select the voltage duty cycle corresponding to 98% ~ 100% input duty cycle.
◆

Enable: The relation of input and output of outer loop reference is multi segment curve. The lowest point
is set by X_ON and Y_ON. Set Y_25, Y_50 and Y_75 to select the output of 25%, 50% and 75% input
duty cycle, respectively. The output of highest point is set by Y_Max_Sel. When Pwm_x98_En is
selected as Disable, set Y_Max_Sel to select the voltage duty cycle corresponding to 100% input duty
cycle. When Pwm_x98_En is selected as Enable, set Y_Max_Sel to select the voltage duty cycle
corresponding to 98% ~ 100% input duty cycle.

3.10 Curve Configuration

Figure 3-15 Curve Configuration
◼

MinSpeed & MaxSpeed

In speed control mode, Set MaxSpeed and MinSpeed to configure the maximum and minimum operating speed of
motor. The settable range of MaxSpeed is 0% ~ 100% of speed base. The settable range of MinSpeed is 0% ~ 50% of
speed base. The speed base is calculated by the frequency base.
◼

MinCurrent & MaxCurrent

In current control mode, Set MaxCurrent and MinCurrent to configure the maximum and minimum operating current of
motor. The settable range of MaxCurrent is 0% ~ 100% of maximum sampling current. The settable range of
MinCurrent is 0% ~ 50% of maximum sampling current.
◼

Y_Max_Sel

Set Y_Max_Sel to select the voltage duty cycle with 100% input duty cycle or 98% ~ 100% duty cycle (configured by
Pwm_X98_En). Select 0 to output 100% duty cycle and select 7 to output 87.5% duty cycle. The higher the value the
lower the voltage duty cycle.
◼

Pwm_X98_En

The maximum speed block enable. When Disable is selected, 100% input duty cycle is corresponding to the maximum
speed. When Enable is selected, 98% ~ 100% input duty cycle is corresponding to the maximum speed.
◼

XON0

Motor maximum output in low duty cycle configuration. When the PWM duty cycle is lower than the value set by
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XON0, the motor is operated in MaxSpeed or MaxCurrent. 0% ~ 24% are optional. Select 0% to disable this function.
The function is invalid in voltage control mode.
Note: This value can not be set higher than X_ON.
◼

X_ON

Set X_ON to select the PWM duty cycle to turn off output. Hysteresis is set by PwmOnOffhys.
◼

Y_ON

Y_ON is only valid in voltage control mode. Set Y_ON to select the output voltage duty cycle in X_ON input duty
cycle.
◼

Y_25

Y_25 is only valid in voltage control mode. Set Y_25 to select the output voltage duty cycle in 25% input duty cycle.
◼

Y_50

Y_50 is only valid in voltage control mode. Set Y_50 to select the output voltage duty cycle in 50% input duty cycle.
◼

Y_75

Y_75 is only valid in voltage control mode. Set Y_75 to select the output voltage duty cycle in 75% input duty cycle.
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4 Monitor
4.1 Motor State

Figure 4-1 Motor State
◼

SpdCtrl

Speed reference setting. SpdCtrl is only valid in I2C speed regulation mode. The range is 0% ~ 100%, corresponding to
0x00 ~ 0xFF.
◼

SPIDebug & FocDebug0 & FocDebug1

Function for internal testing. When SpdCtrlMode is selected as I2C and SPIDebug is selected as Enable, some internal
signal, estimated angle, sampling phase current, etc., can be observed through Fortior SPI Monitor. Set FocDebug0 and
FocDebug1 to select the internal signal. When SPIDebug is selected as Enable, DIR pin is SPI MOSI.
◼

MotorDir

In I2C speed regulation mode, set MotorDir to CW/CCW to control the motor direction. This function is invalid in
PWM, analog voltage and CLOCK speed regulation mode.
◼

PwmShift

Transfer the PWM function pin to ASPEED. This function can be used to debug CLOCK speed regulation mode.
◼

Speed

The estimated motor speed.
◼

Status

The motor state of controller.
Note: This page only supports debug mode. The parameter of this page can not program to the chip.
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4.2 Fault State

Figure 4-2 Fault State
When the motor is in fault state, Fault Status display the fault source. When the motor has no fault, the Fault Code is 0.

4.3 State Register

Figure 4-3 State Register
Table 4-1 Description and Range of State Register
Register Name

Description

Range

THETA

The used angle

0 ~ 65535

OMEGA

The estimated speed

0 ~ 32767

UDC
WOUT

Bus voltage value. The value = bus voltage
/(ADCVRef*10)*32767
The output of outer control loop. The value is the reference of
q-axis current PI controller

0 ~ 32767
0 ~ 32767

UQ

The output of q-axis voltage

0 ~ 32767

UD

The output of d-axis voltage

–32768 ~ 32767
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IA_MAX

The maximum of A-phase current

0 ~ 32767

IB_MAX

The maximum of B-phase current

0 ~ 32767

RPDPOSITION
IAAREF
IBAREF
ICAREF

Motor angle obtained by initial position detection. The value
is angle/180*32767
The offset of A-phase sampling value. The normal value is
close to 16383
The offset of B-phase sampling value. The normal value is
close to 16383
The offset of C-phase sampling value. The normal value is
close to 16383

0 ~ 65535
0 ~ 32767
0 ~ 32767
0 ~ 32767

EMF

The estimated motor BEMF

PWMREAL

The reference duty cycle = actual duty cycle/100%*255

IQFDB

The feedback of q-axis current

0 ~ 32767

Timarr

The register for internal testing

0 ~ 32767

IC_MAX

The maximum of C-phase current

0 ~ 32767

SpdCtrl

Per unit of input duty cycle

0 ~ 65520
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5 Program & Verify
5.1 Chip ID Setting

Figure 5-1 Chip ID Setting
◼

I2CAddr

I2C Addr is the address of I2C. The range is 0x00 ~ 0x7F and the default value is 0x00.
◼

ChipID

ChipID is used to configure chip identification for different projects. The range is 0x00 ~ 0x7F and the default value is
0x00.

5.2 Open and Save of Parameter

Figure 5-2 Open and Save of Parameter
Click Save to save the configuration of parameter. Click Open to load a parameter file. Click Load Default to load
default parameter.
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5.3 Program & Verify

Figure 5-3 Program & Verify Interface
When the debugging is finished, click GenCode button to generate Bin file and CRC checksum. The file is saved in the
default path.
Select Enable Writing Code Mode. Click Write button to program and verify. Click Verify button to verify the CRC of
the IC. The interface record the programming times (including total times, passed times and failed times), and can
verify the chip separately.
Note:
◼

Check the speed regulation mode and I2C address before programming

◼

Stop the motor before programming
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